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Whether 60 seconds or 60 minutes, make social justice a part of your everyday
UNCG Office of Housing and Residence Life

10 Diversity Advocates to Follow on Social Media
Go to your Instagram, twitter and Pinterest to follow these 10 diversity advocates. They all range
in topic areas they advocate for. Follow the article to learn more about each advocate but below
is a quick list.
Reshma Saujani - Attorney, Activist, Founder and CEO of Girls Who Code
Geena Davis - Actress, Activist, Founder of the Geena Davis Institute on Gender and Media
Candice Morgan - Head of Inclusion and Diversity, Pinterest
Jameela Jamil - Actress, Activist, Model and Radio
Host
Jean René (JR) - Artist, Activist
Shonda Rhimes - Television Writer, Showrunner,
Producer, Director and Book Author
Amani Al-Khatahtbeh - Author, Tech Entrepreneur
Jillian Mercado - Model, Activist
Jennifer Foyle - Global Brand President, Aerie
Tara Houska - Attorney, Activist

Day of Visibility 2020
Artist Texas Isaiah, created a portrait series. This
community is not doing okay and needs to be
talked about. Isaiah created this series to focus on
the every day life of black transgender, gendernonconforming and non-binary artists, and
activist. The series allowed them to portray
themselves as they see themselves as opposed to
the way people view them. Checkout the article
and the photo series to learn more about these
great leaders and how they fight for themselves
everyday.
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I lost my home and job in one day
This blog is meant to highlight the way in which RA's lost their jobs and rooms in one email.
Receiving an email from the Chancellor to later getting one from the assistant director
suspending all RA responsibilities for the reminder of the year. So much has been lost and will
be lost. This position is rewarding and has the capability of giving an RA so much. Continue to
read the blog to understand how the COVID-19 affected just one RA in our country and how it
affected many more who share these feelings.

Graduate Students, inequities during the
COVID-19 pandemic
With the unique challenges we face today as a country, our graduate students continue to feel
like second class citizens in the higher education system. Graduate departments are trying to
help but only focus on future efforts rather than the needs of the student now. Many graduate
candidates can no longer work on their dissertation as it required travel or collaboration with
other universities. Read the article to hear more struggles across the country.

Stories of Hope during
COVID-19
We wanted to share some stories of hope and
compassion. Go to the link and see the multiple
stories that are offering help and support to our
healthcare workers, the stories of recovery and so
much more.

#StayHome
Do your part to prevent the spread.

